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owes something to Herder's translations of the Danish
ballads.
The stimulus of Percy's Reliques came back from Germany
to this country like a boomerang. In the 1790'$, Walter Scott
translated Burger's "Lenore" (inaccurately), and Goethe's
"Erlkonig", as well as some traditional German ballads.
Scott's translations are poor poetry, but mark an important
stage in the Romantic Revival. The Germans inspired Scott
to collect and to adapt the traditional ballads of his own
district, and to write his own poetry in the ballad style. Scott's
Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border was published in 1802-3,
and by that time, a number of collections had been issued,
including David Herd's, Ritson's, and Johnson's Scots Musical
Museum (to which Burns contributed). The ballads had won
their status as serious poetry.
In 1798, appeared the most famous book of all to bear
their name. Wordsworth, curiously enough, was less influenced
by Percy's Reliques or the traditional ballads than by the
broadsides. This embarrassing fact is proved by the way he
quotes in his Preface a stanza from "The Babes in the Wood";
and elsewhere, his remarks on "Goody Blake and Harry Gill"
show that he was thinking of the broadsides. They did not
do Wordsworth any good but rather encouraged the naivete
of his worst poetry. Coleridge, on the other hand, learned a
great deal from the traditional ballads. "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner" was professedly written in imitation of the
style as well as the spirit of the elder poets, and Coleridge has
taken over and transmuted the rhythm, diction, and atmosphere
of the best supernatural ballads.
The ballads then became part of the heritage of the nine-
teenth-century poets, to be rediscovered and used by each
generation in turn. After "The Ancient Mariner", the finest
transformation of the ballad form into literature is "La Belle
Dame Sans Merci". Matthew Arnold based "The Forsaken
Merman" on a Danish ballad story, but not on ballad forms:
the result is far removed from folksong. The Pre-Raphaelites'
generation took the ballads for their own purposes: William
Morris wrote an admirable pastiche called "Two Red Roses

